CAS Dean’s Reception, April 20, 2016
Celebrating Graduate Education

**International Awards**

**Martina Ferarri, Philosophy** Graduate Student Essay Prize, *Canadian Society for Continental Philosophy*

**Martina Ferarri**, M. C. Dillon Memorial Lecture Prize, *International Merleau-Ponty Circle*

**Cary Fontana, Political Science** 2016-17 Fulbright Fellowship in the European Union Category, *Fulbright*

**Elizabeth Howard, Comparative Literature** fellowship from the Svenska Institutet to study at Malungs Folkhögskola in Malung, Sweden, *Svenska Institutet*

**Win McLaughlin, Geological Sciences** Paleontological Society Outstanding Student Research Proposal, *Paleontological Society*

**Brett Mercier, Psychology** Fellowship, *Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council*

**Belén Noroña, Geography** 2015 Bernard Nieschmann Ph.D Award, *Conference of Latin American Geographers*

**Becky Paterson, Linguistics** Firebird Foundation grant, *Firebird Foundation*

**Zack Thill, Geography** Fulbright Research Award, *Fulbright Canada*

**National Awards**

**Gabriel Barello, Physics** National Academies Education Fellows for 2015-16, *Summer Institute on Scientific Teaching*

**Lisa Beard, Political Science** University of California Chancellor’s Postdoctoral Fellowship, *University of California - Riverside*

**Jewell Bohlinger, Geography** 2015 Margaret Trussel Award, *Association of Pacific Coast Geographers*

**Krishna Boro, Linguistics** NSF Grant, *National Science Foundation*

**Fern Bosada, Biology** NIH NRSA Individual Training Grant, *National Institute of Health*

**Rachel Branson, Comparative Literature** Title VIII Fellowship, *US Department of State*
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Rebecca Calcott, Psychology Fellowship, Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada

Zach Clayton, Human Physiology National Academies Education Fellows for 2015-16, Summer Institute on Scientific Teaching

Anna Cook, Philosophy Ila and John Mellow Prize, Society for the Advancement of American Philosophy

Susan Cooper, Chemistry and Biochemistry 2016 ARCS Foundation Josselyn Family Scholar Award, Achievement Rewards for College Students (ARCS) Foundation of Portland

Susan Cooper, Chemistry and Biochemistry NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Brandon Crockett, Chemistry and Biochemistry University Innovation Fellowship, National Science Foundation-funded Epicenter organization

Russell Duvernoy, Philosophy WJS Young Scholars Prize, William James Society

Meaghan Emery, Geological Sciences Doris O. and Samuel P. Welles Research Fund, University of California, Berkeley

Jessica Flannery, Psychology NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Cary Fontana, Political Science Institute for Qualitative and Multi-Methods Research, Maxwell School - Syracuse University Scholarship

Ann Greenaway, Chemistry and Biochemistry NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Andrea Herrera, Sociology 2016 Distinguished Paper Award, Southwestern Social Science Association

Zachary Hicks, Comparative Literature Title VIII Fellowship, US Department of State

Emily Hommerding, Physics NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Alicia Ibaraki, Psychology APA Dissertation Support, American Psychological Association
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M Jackson, Geography US Fulbright-NSF Artic Research Grant Iceland, National Science Foundation

Kathryn Jankowski, Psychology Dennis Weatherstone Fellowship, Autism Speaks

Adam Jansons, Chemistry and Biochemistry University Innovation Fellowship, National Science Foundation-funded Epicenter Organization

Lauren Kahn, Psychology NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Forrest Laskowski, Chemistry and Biochemistry NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Allan Lerner, Geological Sciences Kleinman Grant for Volcano Research, Community Foundation for Southwest Washington and United States Geological Survey

Jordan Livingston, Psychology NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Andrea Loes, Chemistry and Biochemistry 2015 Honorable Mention - NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Phil Lotshaw, Chemistry and Biochemistry National Academies Education Fellows for 2015-16, Summer Institute on Scientific Teaching

Braedan McCluskey, Biology Post-doctoral fellowship, National Institute of General Medical Science, National Institute of Health

Olivia Molden, Geography Foreign Languages and Area Studies Summer Fellowship, South Asia Program at Cornell University

Olivia Molden, Geography AAF Cultural and Political Ecology Specialty Group Mater's Thesis Award, American Association of Geographers

Kirstin Meyer, Biology NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Robert Moore, Comparative Literature Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowship, US Department of Education

Anna Moore, Geography Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Award, National Science Foundation
Adam Morse, Geography Human Geography Small Grants Program, Human Geography Journal

Jessica Neafie, Political Science Environmental Studies Section Graduate Student Paper Award, International Studies Association

Michael Nellist, Chemistry and Biochemistry 2015 Honorable Mention - NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

John O'Connor, Anthropology NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Christine O'Connor, Biology NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Daniel O'Hara, Geological Sciences NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Nick Perdue, Geography Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Award, National Science Foundation

Kory Plaktos, Chemistry and Biochemistry National Academies Education Fellows for 2015-16, Summer Institute on Scientific Teaching

Hannah Pruse, Computer and Information Sciences NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Damion Sailors, Anthropology NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Nathan Severance, Linguistics NSF Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Ian Snyder, Physics U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science Graduate Student Research, United States Department of Energy

Rebecka Tumblin, Physics NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Jenna Valley, Biology National Academies Education Fellows for 2015-16, Summer Institute on Scientific Teaching

Richard Wagner, Physics National Academies Education Fellows for 2015-16, Summer Institute on Scientific Teaching

Andrew Wagoner, Chemistry and Biochemistry AHA Predoctoral Fellowship, American Heart Association
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Fehmi Yasin, Physics
NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation

Fehmi Yasin, Physics
2016 Student Scholar Award, Microscopy Society of America and the Microanalysis Society

Melissa Yockelson, Psychology
Child Well Being Fellowship, Doris Duke Foundation

University of Oregon Awards

Lisa Beard, Political Science
Wayne Morse Center Dissertation Fellowship, The Wayne Morse Center

Rosemary Bernstein, Psychology
Betty Foster McCue Fellowship, Graduate School

Sripoorna Bharadwaj, Physics
University of Oregon Doctoral Research Fellowship, Graduate School

Sunayani Battachrya, Comparative Literature
UO Doctoral Research Fellowship, University of Oregon

Keats Conley, Biology
Dixon Graduate Innovation Award, Graduate School

Michelle Crowson, Comparative Literature
Norman Brown Graduate Fellowship, CAS

Diana Denham, Urban Studies
Oregon Sylff Fellowships for International Research, Graduate School

Russell Duvernoy, Philosophy
Gary E. Smith Summer Professional Development Award, Graduate School

Russell Duvernoy, Philosophy
OHC Dissertation Fellowship, Oregon Humanities Center

Rachel Eccleston, Comparative Literature
Oregon Humanities Center Graduate Research Support Fellowship, Oregon Humanities Center

Rachel Eccleston, Comparative Literature
Gary E. Smith Summer Professional Development Award, Graduate School

Martina Ferarri, Philosophy
Gary E. Smith Summer Professional Development Award, Graduate School
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John Flournoy, Psychology Gary E. Smith Summer Professional Development Award, Graduate School

Michelle C Fong, Psychology Southeast Asian Studies Award, Graduate School

Christina Gamache Martin, Psychology UO Public Impact Award, Graduate School

Brian Gazaille, English Margaret McBride Lehrman Fellowship, Graduate School

Baran Germen, Comparative Literature 2016-17 Jane Grant Dissertation Fellowship, Center for the Study of Women in Society

Theresa Gildner, Anthro Oregon Sylff Fellowships for International Research, Graduate School

Julia Gomez, Comparative Literature Margaret McBride Lehrman Fellowship, Graduate School

Devin Howington, Psychology Dixon Graduate Innovation Award, Graduate School

M Jackson, Global Oregon Graduate Award, Global Institute, Office of International Affairs

Katja Kasimatis, Biology Dan Kimble First-Year Teaching Award, Graduate School

Martin Klebes, German and Scandinavian Excellence Award for Directors of Graduate Studies, Graduate School

Anna Kovalchuk, Comparative Literature Oregon Humanities Center Dissertation Fellowship, Oregon Humanities Center

Maya Larson, Comparative Literature Translation Studies Working Group Special Translation Project, UO Global Studies Institute

Robert Moore, Comparative Literature Center for Asian and Pacific Studies Small Professional Grant, Center for Asian and Pacific Studies

Alec Murphy, Geography Mentoring Award, Graduate School

Ahmad Nadalizadeh, Comparative Literature Translation Studies Working Group – Special Translation Project Award, Global Studies Institute

Lucas Nebert, Environmental Studies Dixon Graduate Innovation Award, Graduate School

Rudy Omri, Geography Poster Session Award, Graduate Research Forum
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Sara Pacchiarotti, Linguistics University of Oregon Dissertation Fellowship, Graduate School

Jared Pruch, Environmental Studies David S. Easly Memorial Award, UO Graduate Council

Thomas Ptak, Geography Gary E. Smith Summer Professional Development Award, Graduate School

Brandon Rigby, Romance Languages OHC Dissertation Fellowship, Oregon Humanities Center

Margaret Rosencrans, Psychology Three-Minute Thesis People’s Choice, Graduate School

Alexandra Slave, Romance Languages Graduate Research Support Fellowships, Graduate School

Carly Smith, Psychology Graduate Teaching Excellence Award, Graduate School

Ramona Tougas, Comparative Literature Teaching Effectiveness Program Peer Mentor Award, Teaching Effectiveness Program

Marina Trylina, Russian, East Asian & Eurasian Studies Dan Kimble First-Year Teaching Award, Graduate School

Xian Wang, East Asian Languages and Literatures OHC Dissertation Fellowship, Oregon Humanities Center

CAS Department Awards

Computer and Information Science

Sara Saleem, Promising Scholar Award

Creative Writing Program

Bing-Jen (Joanna) Chen, Promising Scholar Award

Ishelle Payer, Promising Scholar Award

Department of Anthropology

Nikki Cox, Promising Scholar Award

Ammar Lamichhane, Promising Scholar Award
Hailay Reda, Promising Scholar Award

Department of Biology

Fern Bosada, Donald Wimber Foundation Award

Dylan Farnsworth, Cancer Federation Scholarship

Allison Fuiten, Donald Wimber Foundation Award

Anya Hopple, Donald Wimber Foundation Award

Katja Kasimatis, Donald Wimber Foundation Award

Jarrett Lebov, William R. Sistrom Memorial Scholarship

Jarrett Lebov, Donald Wimber Foundation Award

Kyle Meyer, Donald Wimber Foundation Award

Robert Steury, Donald Wimber Foundation Award

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Matthew Bailey, Peter Von Hippel Graduate Scholar Award

Connor Balzer, Borgen Adamson Memorial Scholarship Award - Outstanding First Year

Andrew Carpenter, Graduate Student Award for Excellence in the Teaching of Chemistry

Matthew Cerda, Promising Scholar Award

Lisa Eytel, Graduate Student Award for Excellence in the Teaching of Chemistry

Bri Gordon, Graduate Student Award for Excellence in the Teaching of Chemistry

Erik Hadland, Graduate Student Award for Excellence in the Teaching of Chemistry

Lonni Kringle, Rosaria Haugland Graduate Research Fellowship

Anneliese Morrison, Borgen Adamson Memorial Scholarship Award: Outstanding New Student

Nicole Paterson, Borgen Adamson Memorial Scholarship Award: Outstanding New Student
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Brandon Schabes, Graduate Student Award for Excellence in the Teaching of Chemistry

Department of Comparative Literature

Martha Bannikov, Promising Scholar Award
Michelle Crowson, *Comparative Literature* Journal Summer Scholarship
Rachel Eccleston, Comparative Literature Summer Writing Fellowship
Rachel Eccleston, Graduate Research Support Fellowship
Baran Gemen, Comparative Literature Summer Writing Fellowship
Kirsten (Maya) Larson, Promising Scholar Award
Daria Smirnova, *Comparative Literature* Journal Summer Scholarship
Ramona Tougas, Comparative Literature Doctoral Fellowship

Department of Economics

Erica Birk, Summer Kleinsorge Award
Adam Check, GTF Teaching Award
Brian Dombeck, Summer Kleinsorge Award
Chad Fulton, Best PhD Research Paper Award
Sacha Gelfer, GTF Teaching Award
Erin Hunt, Summer Kleinsorge Award
Christian Imboden, Gerlof Homan Graduate Scholarship in International Economics
Sonja Kolstoe, Mikesell Research Paper Award
Tuan Nguyen, Summer Kleinsorge Award
Tristan Nighswander, Summer Kleinsorge Award
Rebekah Selby, Summer Kleinsorge Award
William Wheeler, Best Econometrics Performance Award
Kyle Wilson, Best Econometrics Performance Award
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Nicholas Wood, Dale Underwood Outstanding Graduate Student Award

**Department of English**
Alex Cavanaugh, Steingart Family Endowment Fund Award
Will Conable, Steingart Family Endowment Fund Award
Joseph Griffin, Graduate Research Support Fellowship
Gina Filo, Sarah Harkness Kirby Essay Award
Courtney Floyd, Sarah Harkness Kirby Essay Award
Christie Pang, Steingart Family Endowment Fund Award

**Department of Geography**
M Jackson, Sandra F. Pritchard Mather Graduate Fellowship
Rudy Omri, University MAPP Web Mapping & App Challenge Award
Rudy Omri, Bill Loy Award for Excellence in Cartographic Design & Geographic Visualizations

**Department of German & Scandinavian**
Jacob M. Barto, Philip Hansen Graduate Award
Eva Hoffmann, Philip Hansen Graduate Award
Elizabeth Howard, Friends of Scandinavian Scholarship
Kizzi van Lake, Roger Nicholls Emeritus Professor Award
Alexis Smith, Astrid M. Williams Award
Nora Zimmermann, Beth Maveety Study Abroad Scholarship

**Department of International Studies**
Brenda Garcia-Millan, Promising Scholar Award
Irin Mannan, Promising Scholar Award

**Department of Linguistics**
Becky Paterson, Center for the Study of Women in Society Grant
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Marie-Caroline Pons, Center for the Study of Women in Society Grant

Department of Mathematics
Justin Hilburn, Frank W. Anderson Research Award
Robert Muth, D. K. Harrison Memorial Award
Gavin Armstrong, Frank W. Anderson Distinguished Teaching Award
Janelle Currey, Paul & Harriet Civin Memorial Award
Nick Davidson, Frank W. Anderson Distinguished Teaching Award
Sarah Frei, Heidi J. Arnold Early Teaching Award

Department of Philosophy
Margaret Newton, Promising Scholar Award

Department of Psychology
Melissa Barnes, Promising Scholar Award
Theresa Cheng, Promising Scholar Award

Department of Romance Languages
Cristhian Hernandez, Promising Scholar Award

Political Science
Lisa Beard, William C. Mitchell Summer Research Scholarship
Angelita Chavez, William C. Mitchell Summer Research Scholarship
Yongwoo Jeung, William C. Mitchell Summer Research Scholarship
Malori Musselman, James Klonoski Teaching Assistant Award
Malori Musselman, William C. Mitchell Summer Research Scholarship
Jessica Neafie, Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research Summer Program in Quantitative Methods of Social Research (ICPSR) Scholarship
Benedikt Springer, William C. Mitchell Summer Research Scholarship
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John Steinmetz, Tom Hovet Award for Outstanding Graduate Teaching Fellow Instructors

Patrick Van Orden, William C. Mitchell Summer Research Scholarship

Sociology

Sarah Ahmed, Center for the Study of Women in Society Research Grant